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CONCEPT OF PSYCHOACOUSTICS

The goal of psychoacoustics is to establish relations between stimuli, defined in the physical domain, and the related hearing sensations. This concept is illustrated by means of figure 1.

![Concept of psychoacoustics](image)

**FIGURE 1.** Concept of psychoacoustics acting like a bridge between the world of physical measurement on the one side, and the world of subjective judgment on the other side.

Engineers frequently describe acoustic phenomena in physical terms like level, spectrum, time function etc., whereas psychologists may describe sounds in perceptual terms as loud, booming, fluctuating etc. Psychoacoustics acts like a bridge between these two separated worlds. The engineering approach of psychoacoustics eventually aims to develop algorithms which when fed with physical magnitudes of sounds allow for an “average person” a prediction of hearing sensations elicited by these sounds (e.g. Stevens and Davies 1938, Zwicker and Feldtkeller 1967, Blauert 1997, Terhardt 1998, Hartmann 1998, Hellbrück and Ellermeier 2004, Fastl and Zwicker 2007, Moore 2012).

STIMULI AND SENSATIONS

**Synthesis, Recording and Presentation of Sounds**

_Synthesis of Sounds_

These days, synthetic stimuli for psychoacoustic experiments frequently are generated using MATLAB. For D/A-conversion at least 44.1 kHz sampling frequency and 16 bit uniform amplitude coding are used which represents the traditional Compact Disc (CD) format. For the succeeding product of the CD, a dichotomy shows up: on the one hand, high sampling frequencies up to 192 kHz and amplitude coding by 24 bit are used, e.g. for DVD-Audio with bit rates around 1.4 Mbit/s. On the other hand, however, using perceptual coding (e.g. Blauert and Trithart 1975, Krahe 1985, Theile et al. 1987, Stoll 1993, Brandenburg 1988, Painter and Spanias 1997, van de Par et al. 2008) in implementations like MP3 or AAC extremely low bit rates of 32 kbit/s and even lower are used with acceptable results for specific applications. While 16 bit with about 96 dB dynamic range are somewhat limited in psychoacoustics leaving no head- and footroom, 24 bit with about 144 dB dynamic range are not so easily attained.
in the analog domain. However, in many cases for psychoacoustic experiments stimuli with “true” 120 dB dynamic range (i.e. some 20 bit resolution) are sufficient.

**Recording of Sounds**

When natural or technical sounds are recorded for psychoacoustic experiments by a (condenser) measurement microphone, the result is not much influenced by the brand of microphone used. However, for recordings with artificial heads, the brand applied can have a distinct influence on the sound obtained. As an example, in figure 2 free-field responses are given for five artificial heads, which are frequently applied these days in psychoacoustic experiments, both for basic research and practical applications.

![Figure 2](image.png)

**FIGURE 2.** Free-field responses of five artificial heads, frequently used in psychoacoustic experiments for both basic research and practical applications (after Daniel et al. 2007).

The results displayed in figure 2 illustrate that one artificial head (circles) has fixed diffuse-field equalization and therefore differs substantially from the responses of the other four products. However, also the four artificial heads with free-field equalization differ in detail in their frequency response, in particular around the resonance of the outer ear and at high frequencies above 7 kHz. These differences, which significantly influence the timbre of sounds, have to be remembered when evaluating sounds recorded by different artificial heads. One step towards a solution of this problem would be, if all manufacturers of artificial heads would use the same shell (cf. Fastl 2004, Genuit and Fiebig 2007).

**Presentation of Sounds**

In “classic” psychoacoustics, sounds frequently were presented via headphones. In comparison to loudspeaker presentation this has the advantage that room influences are avoided and low distortions of typically only 0.1 % show up (Haar 1951). On the other hand, in the head localization occur with headphones (e.g. Blauert 1997), and “classic” headphones act like bandpass-filters on the sounds. As an example, figure 3 shows the frequency response
of electrodynamic headphones as measured by loudness balances (e.g. Zwicker and Maiwald 1963, Fastl and Fleischer 1978, Fastl and Zwicker 1983).

FIGURE 3. Free-field responses of two headphones, used in “classic” psychoacoustic experiments as measured by loudness balances (after Fastl and Zwicker 2007).

Since the frequency responses displayed in figure 3 suggest strong attenuation at both low and high frequencies, usually these headphones are used in combination with an appropriate equalizer (Zwicker and Maiwald 1963, Fastl and Zwicker 1983). When using these headphones without equalizer, rather misleading results may be obtained for broadband sounds (e.g. Hellman and Zwicker 1987).

The problems of in the head localization can be largely overcome when using personalized head related transfer functions (HRTF). A procedure which has proven successful for such an approach is the (physical) measurement of sounds at the entrance of the blocked ear canal by tiny electret microphones (Moller 1992, Hammershøi and Hoffmann 2011, Völk 2011). To arrive at optimum results, not all headphones are equally well suited for this application. As an example, figure 4 shows the frequency response of two high quality headphones in such an application (Völk 2012).

FIGURE 4. Frequency response of two high quality headphones, when measured by tiny electret microphones at the entrance of the blocked ear canal (after Völk 2012).

The results displayed in figure 4 suggest that both headphones perform rather similar for frequencies up to about 2 kHz. However, at high frequencies above 8 kHz large differences in excess of 20 dB can show up. Therefore, it is advisable to check whether even high quality headphones are suitable for optimum sound presentation when for the equalization the procedure with blocked ear canals is used (cf. Völk 2012).

Sometimes wearing headphones can be unpleasant or headphone presentation can be impracticable, e.g. in combination with hearing aids. Therefore, using a kind of wave field synthesis (e.g. Berkhout 1988, Wittek 2004), in cooperation with the German Broadcast Research Lab (IRT), a “virtual headphone” was developed and realized as displayed in figure 5 (Menzel et al. 2005, 2006, Theile 2007).
**FIGURE 5.** "Virtual headphone": Ring of 22 loudspeakers plus a woofer to project focused sources onto the ears using a kind of wave field synthesis (after Menzel et al. 2005).

The results displayed in the left panel of figure 6 suggest that the “virtual headphone” faithfully reproduces the azimuth in the horizontal plane. However, the right panel illustrates that there is room for improvement concerning the elevation. All virtual sources are perceived higher than intended. This effect is extremely pronounced for sources below ear level like source number 3.

**FIGURE 6.** Reproduction of intended versus heard azimuth (left) and elevation (right) by the “virtual headphone” illustrated in figure 5 (after Menzel et al. 2006).

**Hearing Sensations**

In this paragraph, hearing thresholds of applicants for the profession of Tonmeister as well as a “classic” and a “modern” hearing sensation, i.e. loudness and pitch strength, respectively, will be discussed.
Hearing Thresholds

Figure 7 shows the hearing thresholds of applicants for the profession of sound recording engineer (Tonmeister), collected in cooperation with the Bavarian Broadcasting Corporation (BR). The hearing loss is given as a function of frequency (Völk et al. 2008).

![Hearing Thresholds Graph]

**FIGURE 7.** Hearing thresholds of applicants for the profession of sound recording engineer (Tonmeister) (after Völk et al. 2008).

In contrast to expectations, the data displayed in figure 7 suggest that applicants for the profession of Tonmeister on the average show a hearing loss of almost 5 dB. Since Tonmeisters usually are considered as having “golden ears”, negative values of hearing loss, i.e. better hearing than average would have been expected. The reason for this discrepancy is not clear: On the one hand, the standard values for absolute thresholds might shift with the years towards higher values, and/or on the other hand, the applicants might have acquired slight hearing loss, possibly by listening for long hours to loud music.

**Loudness**

Psychoacoustic experiments on loudness perception have a long tradition (e.g. Fletcher and Munson 1933, Stevens and Davies 1938, Zwicker 1958), and algorithms to simulate loudness perception for stationary sounds have been standardized already. Pertinent examples are DIN 45631 from 1991 and ANSI S3.4 from 2007. For the reference sound, i.e. a pure tone at 1 kHz, both standards produce almost identical results, but predictions for pure tones at other frequencies can differ substantially. Perhaps even more important, for broad band sounds, which are more relevant in practical applications, significant differences show up (e.g. Fastl et al. 2009, Sottek 2010).

As an example, figure 8 shows the loudness of pink noise as measured in psychoacoustic experiments, in comparison to predictions by DIN 45631 as well as ANSI S3.4 (Schlittenlacher et al. 2011).
FIGURE 8. Loudness evaluation of pink noise in psychoacoustic experiments (symbols) in comparison to predictions by DIN 45631 (dashed) and ANSI S3.4 (solid) (after Schlittenlacher et al. 2011).

Regarding the results displayed in figure 8 it becomes clear that both standards mimic the curved dependence of loudness on the level of pink noise. The predictions from DIN 45631 (dashed) are somewhat closer to the subjective data than the values from ANSI S3.4 (solid) which usually predicts too high loudness. Interestingly, when the data from ANSI S3.4 are shifted by 5 dB towards higher levels, both standards predict almost the same values for the loudness of pink noise on its level (see Fastl et al. 2009), in line with subjective evaluation.

To predict the loudness of time varying sounds, several algorithms have been proposed (e.g. Zwicker 1977, Moore et al. 1997, Chalupper and Fastl 2002, Rennies et al. 2010) and a corresponding German standard (DIN 45631/A1) was published in 2010. Most algorithms for calculation of loudness proposed so far essentially are based on “classic” work by Fletcher and Munson (1933) or Zwicker (1958, 1977).

As an example, figure 9 shows the flow diagram of a dynamic loudness model (DLM) proposed by Chalupper and Fastl (2002).

The loudness model illustrated in figure 9 is a typical Zwicker-Type-Model with critical band filters, post masking, upward spread of masking, spectral summation, and temporal integration. An interesting feature of the model is that it can be used to predict loudness perception of persons with normal hearing as well as persons with (slight) hearing deficits. In order to switch from normal hearing to impaired hearing only the block “loudness transformation” has to be changed somewhat to account for growth of loudness in impaired hearing (cf. Buus and Florentine 2001).

The data plotted in figure 10 enable a comparison of loudness measured in psychoacoustic experiments by category units (CU) (cf. Hellbrück and Ellermeier 2004) and predictions by the dynamic loudness model.

![Comparison of loudness measured in psychoacoustic experiments by category units (CU, circles), and related predictions by the dynamic loudness model (curves). Left: Normal hearing subject. Right: Subject with hearing deficit at high frequencies (after Fastl and Zwicker 2007).](image)

The results displayed in figure 10 suggest that the dynamic loudness model (DLM) can quantitatively simulate loudness scaling by normal hearing subjects as well as subjects with hearing deficits.

*Pitch Strength*

Traditionally, pitch is evaluated along a scale extending from low to high. However, at same pitch height, sounds can differ in the strength of their pitch. For example, a low-pass noise with 1 kHz cut-off and steep spectral skirts may elicit a faint pitch sensation (e.g. Fastl 1971) compared to the strong, distinct pitch produced by a pure tone at 1 kHz. While pitch height has been studied since at least 2 500 years (e.g. Pythagoras in ancient Greece), systematic studies on pitch strength started less than half a century ago (e.g. Rakowski 1977, Yost and Hill 1978, Fastl and Stoll 1979). By and large it can be stated that – in comparison to the relative pitch strength of 100% elicited by pure tones – sounds with line spectra can produce about 50 to 90% pitch strength, and stochastic signals up to about 20% pitch strength. However, very narrow noise bands (e.g. 10 Hz bandwidth) can also lead to rather strong pitches around 80% relative pitch strength (cf. Fastl and Zwicker 2007).

Figure 11 illustrates the model of pitch strength proposed by Fruhmann (2006) for the example of a complex tone with 500 Hz fundamental frequency.
The left panel in figure 11 illustrates the first step in Fruhmann's model of pitch strength, i.e. a spectral analysis using the Fourier Time Transform (FTT, Terhardt 1985). The spectral lines at 5 Bark (500 Hz), 8.5 Bark (1000 Hz) etc are clearly visible. Before the next step – the transformation into a loudness pattern – the sound is divided into a “pitch component” and “noise components”. In the middle panel of figure 11, the pitch component would correspond to the peak at 5 Bark, and the other peaks would be considered as “noise”, reducing the pitch strength of the 500 Hz-pitch-component. The right panel in figure 11 illustrates the third step in the model, i.e. the loudness-time-function of the complex tone, which is steady state, as expected. If, however, fluctuations show up, this means that pitch strength is reduced. For more detail about the model the reader is referred to the original publication by Fruhmann (2006).

Results plotted in figure 12 enable a comparison of data from psychoacoustic experiments on the pitch strength of narrow band noise with different bandwidth and center frequency, and predictions by the model of Fruhmann (2006).

The data shown in figure 12 reveal that pitch strength decreases with increasing bandwidth of narrow band noise (cf. Wiesmann and Fastl 1991). At the same bandwidth, e.g. 100 Hz, narrow band noise centered at 4 kHz produces a pitch strength which is about a factor of three larger than the pitch strength produced by narrow band noise centered at 250 Hz. The model of Fruhmann generally can predict the dependence of pitch strength produced by narrow band noise on both bandwidth and center frequency. For periodic sounds like pure or complex tones, the predictions by the model usually are within the inter-quartile ranges of the psychoacoustic results (Fruhmann 2006). Since tonal noises can be pretty annoying, Fruhmann’s model of pitch strength is of relevance not only for basic science (e.g. Fingerhuth and Parizet 2008), but also for practical applications (e.g. More and Davies 2010).
PRACTICAL APPLICATIONS OF PSYCHOACOUSTICS

In this paragraph examples for practical applications of psychoacoustics will be discussed for music, audiology, noise evaluation, cognitive effects as well as audio-visual interactions.

The optimum Tuning Standard: 432 Hz vs. 440 Hz

As an example for the application of psychoacoustics in music, a quarrel about the “optimum” tuning standard shall be discussed. These days, the official tuning standard for a4 is fixed at 400 Hz, although many famous orchestras use higher tuning up to some 445 Hz. In contrast, a rather active group of music lovers in Germany (Weng 2001) advocates to use a lower tuning as for example 432 Hz. At first sight, the arguments may be regarded striking, since at the time when most classic music was composed and originally performed, the tuning standard in fact was below 440 Hz.

In order to contribute some facts to the discussion, psychoacoustic experiments were performed in cooperation with the Deutsches Museum, a famous science museum in Munich. Their collection comprises a Welte-Steinway grand piano and a library of rolls of punched paper, which enable to re-invoke performances of famous artists like Claude Debussy, Edwin Fischer, Max Reger to name just a few.

For the experiments, recordings with an artificial head were performed after about two weeks of settling time when the instrument was tuned to 440 Hz or 432 Hz, respectively. Table 1 gives an overview of the artists and the music presented.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sound</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Composer</th>
<th>Artist</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>Romanze E-moll</td>
<td>F. Chopin</td>
<td>Wilhelm Backhaus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>Scenes from Tiefland</td>
<td>Eugen d’Albert</td>
<td>Eugen d’Albert</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>Parita B-Dur No. 1</td>
<td>J. S. Bach</td>
<td>Walter Guicking</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D</td>
<td>Preludes</td>
<td>Claude Debussy</td>
<td>Claude Debussy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E</td>
<td>Fantasia c-moll</td>
<td>W. A. Mozart</td>
<td>Edwin Fischer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F</td>
<td>Silhouette D-Dur</td>
<td>Max Reger</td>
<td>Max Reger</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Subjects had to indicate their ranking using the method of random access (Fastl 2000) when presented the recorded piano music via headphones (Fastl et al. 2003). Results are given in figure 13.

FIGURE 13. Preference for music excerpts as listed in Table 1 when presented in 432 Hz vs. 440 Hz tuning of the Welte-Steinway grand piano. Black columns: 440 Hz tuning, grey columns: 432 Hz tuning (after Fastl and Zwicker 2007).
The results displayed in figure 13 allow no clear cut decision, whether a tuning to 432 Hz or 440 Hz should be preferred. An argument put forward by the advocates of 432 Hz tuning is that our subjects were students who are familiar with the 440 Hz tuning used these days. One reason for utilizing 440 Hz or even higher tuning standards may be that the sound of the instruments gets more “brilliant” which these days is preferred by most Tonmeisters responsible for the timbre of current music recordings.

**Cochlear Implants**

As an example for the application of psychoacoustics in audiology, the rehabilitation of hearing deficits by cochlear implants shall be discussed. From early attempts to elicit by electric impulses hearing sensations (e.g. Simmons et al. 1965) cochlear implants have developed to the adequate medium for rehabilitation of profound hearing loss (e.g. Clark 2003). Given the extreme reduction of input features compared to normal hearing, it is astonishing how well “star-patients” perform tasks of speech understanding or localization.

Figure 14 shows as an example localization performance of a “star-patient” fitted with two cochlear implants (Seeber et al. 2004).

![Figure 14](image)

**FIGURE 14.** Localization ability of a “star-patient” fitted with two cochlear implants. Left: only one implant active; right: both implants active (after Seeber et al. 2004).

As expected, the results displayed in figure 14 reveal that with only one cochlear implant (left panel) localization is practically impossible. However, when both implants are activated (right panel), the localization ability is almost as good as for normal hearing persons (cf. Henning 1975).

Moreover, results displayed in figure 15 indicate that “star-patients” show almost normal localization ability not only in “real” free-field conditions (asterisks), but also in sound fields realized by virtual acoustics (Seeber and Fastl 2008).

![Figure 15](image)

**FIGURE 15.** Localization ability of a “star-patient” fitted with two cochlear implants in a “real” free-field (asterisks) or a sound field realized by virtual acoustics (squares) (after Seeber and Fastl 2008).
Traditionally, for persons with hearing deficits, speech in noise is tested with stationary noise (e.g. Kollmeier 1996). However, in order to assess also temporal processing, a fluctuating noise has been proposed (Fastl 1987), which simulates on the average spectral and temporal features of fluent speech as illustrated in figure 16.

![Figure 16](image1.png)

**FIGURE 16.** Background noises for speech audiometry. (a) Spectrum of carrier signal. (b) Loudness-time-function of stationary noise according to CCITT Rec. G 227, (c) Spectral distribution of modulation signal, (d) Loudness-time-function of fluctuating noise (after Fastl and Zwicker 2007).

The modulation signal displayed in figure 16c with a maximum at 4 Hz mimics the amplitude modulation in fluent speech at “normal” speaking rate with about four syllables per second. It is also in line with the dependence of the hearing sensation fluctuation strength on modulation frequency (cf. Fastl and Zwicker 2007).

Results plotted in figure 17 allow a comparison of speech intelligibility by normal hearing persons and cochlear implant patients when presented stationary versus fluctuating background noise.

![Figure 17](image2.png)

**FIGURE 17.** Speech intelligibility for sentences in stationary (squares) vs. fluctuating (circles) background noise. Data for normal hearing persons (open symbols) vs. cochlear implant patients (filled symbols) (after Fastl and Zwicker 2007).

The data displayed in figure 17 reveal that the normal hearing persons can profit from the “valleys” in fluctuating noise by “listening into the dips” whereas the cochlear implant patients lack this advantage and need the same speech level for stationary and fluctuating background noise (Fastl et al. 1998, Jespersgaard and Dau 2012).

More recently, cochlear implants called EAS are used which stimulate high frequencies electrically, but low frequencies acoustically. They seem to have advantages in perception of music (Rader et al. 2011) as well as speech in noise. Figure 18 shows some results for speech in stationary noise (OLnoise and CCITT-noise) as well as fluctuating noise (Fastl-noise). Data are given for speech and noise from the same direction (S0N0) as well as speech in front and noise from four surrounding loudspeakers (MSNF) (Rader et al 2009).
FIGURE 18. Speech in noise for normal hearing persons (stars) as well as patients fitted with different kinds of cochlear implants. Stationary (O1noise, CCITT-noise) or fluctuating noise (Fastl-noise). Speech and noise from the same direction (S0N0) or speech from front loudspeaker and noise from four surrounding loudspeakers (MSNF) (after Rader et al 2009).

The results displayed in figure 18 reveal again that normal hearing persons – but not cochlear implant patients – can profit from dips in the fluctuating noise. All cochlear implant patients perform worse than the normal hearing persons. However, EAS patients seem to perform better than the other groups of patients (e.g. Rader et al. 2012).

Level-Thermometer versus Loudness-Thermometer

In order to explain to the broad public the meaning of dB-values, a level-thermometer has been publicized (Brüel and Kjaer 1984). As illustrated in the right part of figure 19, sounds are ordered with respect to their A-weighted level, analog to the temperature readings on a thermometer. As shown in the left panel of figure 19, it is proposed to use a similar display for the loudness values in sone, called a loudness-thermometer (Fastl et al. 2006) or sone-meter (Fastl and Florentine 2011).
Although the level-thermometer gives a first indication about the meaning of dB(A)-values of sounds, because of the logarithmic magnitude, the numbers can be misleading for the general public. Of course, experts know that 60 dB(A) is not twice as much as 30 dB(A) in power, pressure, loudness or what have you. In contrast, the sone-values directly correspond to loudness perceived by an average person. For example, indeed, 40 sone is twice as loud as 20 sone. Another advantage of the sone scale is that it takes into account differences in timbre. For example, as illustrated in figure 19 by the filled arrows, at same dB(A)-value, an electric drill is perceived as being louder than a violin. On the other hand, as illustrated by the unfilled arrows, a lawn mower can be louder than a trumpet despite a lower dB(A)-value.

**Noise Limits for Electric Vehicles (EV) or Hybrid Cars**

While for many decades the goal of sound engineering in transportation noise has been to reduce the sounds (e.g. Genuit 2010), with the advent of hybrid and electric vehicles another challenge has to be faced: Electric vehicles or hybrid vehicles in electric mode can be so soft that they can be dangerous for pedestrians. Unfortunately, even fatalities of blind people have to be mourned, who did not hear early enough approaching vehicles in electric mode. Therefore, psychoacoustic studies were performed with the goal to arrive at proposals for sound features necessary for soft vehicles to be heard early enough to prevent collisions between e.g. vehicles and pedestrians (Kerber 2008). To this end, the concept of “critical distance” has been introduced, which is defined as the minimum distance necessary for safe collision avoidance.

The critical distance depends on the speed of the vehicle and the reaction time of both driver and pedestrian. Figure 20 gives the critical distance as a function of driving speed for different reaction times.
FIGURE 20. Critical distance as a function of driving speed for different reaction times (after Kerber and Fastl 2007).

At a speed of 30 km/h, typical for traffic-calmed areas in Europe, for alert driver and pedestrian and 0.7 s reaction time, the critical distance amounts to 10 m. This means that the pedestrian has to hear the vehicle when it is 10 m apart that a collision can be avoided. If however, the pedestrian is distracted, e.g. by using the mobile phone, the reaction time is increased to typically 1.5 s, and the vehicles has to be heard at a distance of about 17 m for collision avoidance.

Of course, the background noise and the sound produced by the vehicle crucially influence the distance at which a vehicle can be perceived. In essence, in psychoacoustic terms this is a classic masking experiment with the vehicle sound as test signal and the background noise as masker. In addition, the speed of the vehicle is of importance to assess the best case, i.e. alert driver and pedestrian. The results of corresponding psychoacoustic experiments can be predicted by a model illustrated in figure 21.

FIGURE 21. Model to predict the distance between vehicle and pedestrian necessary to avoid collision (after Kerber 2008).

The inputs to the model are the speed \( v_{\text{veh}} \) and sound pressure time-function \( p_{\text{veh}}(t) \) of the vehicle as well as the sound pressure time-function \( p_{\text{bg}}(t) \) of the (masking) background noise. Using a 200 ms window, the time course of masked threshold is calculated and with the aid of the speed \( v_{\text{veh}} \) transformed in positions of critical distance. For masked threshold values a linear approximation, and for the dependence of level on distance a logarithmic approximation are used.
Figure 22 enables the comparison of psychoacoustically measured data and data calculated according to the model illustrated in figure 21.

\[ \text{FIGURE 22. Comparison of psychoacoustically measured data for the minimum distance at which a vehicle sound must be perceived to avoid collision, and data calculated according to the model illustrated in figure 21 (after Kerber 2008).} \]

As a rule, the experimentally determined and predicted distances necessary for collision avoidance as displayed in figure 22 are in line. Larger differences between measurement and prediction are on the safe side, i.e. the predicted distance in which the vehicle must be heard is larger than the experimentally determined distance. This means that the model and the can be used to predict vehicle sounds necessary to be heard early enough at vehicle speeds and background noises typical for traffic-calmed areas.

**Obscuring the Information about the Sound Source**

In practical applications the meaning of a sound can play an important part for its evaluation. This can be of relevance e.g. in cross-cultural studies (e.g. Fastl et al. 1986, Fastl and Yamada 1986, Kuwano et al. 1986, Namba et al. 1987, Kuwano et al. 1997, 2007, Weber and Hansen 2007). An example is given in figure 23.

\[ \text{FIGURE 23. Semantic differential for the sound of a bell, evaluated by Japanese or German subjects (after Kuwano et al. 1997).} \]
While for many sounds the evaluation by Japanese or German subjects is rather similar, in this case it is more or less inverse (cf. Kuwano et al. 1997). To the Japanese subjects, the bell sound is frightening, unpleasant, dangerous etc., but to the German subjects it is not frightening, pleasant, safe etc. Since in Japan fire engines produce bell sounds, this specific connotation may have influenced the (negative) evaluation by the Japanese subjects.

In order to minimize such cognitive effects in sound evaluations, a procedure was proposed which largely obscures the information about the sound source (cf. Fastl 2001). A block diagram is shown in figure 24.

![Block diagram of the procedure to obscure the information about the sound source](image)

**FIGURE 24.** Block diagram of the procedure to obscure the information about the sound source (after Fastl 2001).

From an original sound, a Fourier Time Analysis (FTT) is performed in accordance with a proposal of Terhardt (1985). In essence, the signal is analyzed in some 600 channels according to features of the human hearing system. In the next step the spectral resolution is considerably broadened, leading to only 24 channels. By inverse FTT, a sound with the same envelope and almost the same loudness-time-function is obtained, but the sound source can no longer be recognized.

An example is displayed in figure 25. The left panel gives the FTT spectrogram for an instrument, playing a scale. The increase in the pitches as well as the harmonic structure of the sound is clearly seen. The processed sound in the right panel also indicates an increase in pitch and some harmonic structure. However, because of the spectral broadening, the whole image is blurred.

![FTT spectrogram of an instrument playing a scale](image)

**FIGURE 25.** Obscuring the information about the sound source. Original FTT spectrogram of a musical instrument playing a scale (left panel) and processed blurred spectrogram (right panel).

Despite the fact that the loudness-time function of both sounds is the same, the processed sound is not attributed to a musical instrument. While it is almost impossible to recognize musical and many technical sounds when processed (Fastl 2001, 2002, Hellbrück et al. 2002, Fastl et al. 2003, Ellermeier et al. 2004a, 2004b, Zeitler et al. 2003, 2004), speech sounds are easily classified correctly.
Audio-visual Interactions

The perception of the loudness of sounds depends not only on acoustic inputs, but also visual inputs can influence auditory perception (e.g. Kohlrausch and van de Par 2005, for an overview and references see e.g. Haverkamp 2012). An example, which in the meantime found its way into popular science media, is the influence of color on the loudness of passing trains (Fastl 2004, Fastl and Patsouras 2004). In the experiment, subjects have to rate the loudness of the sound recording of a passing train, and in addition, images of a train in different color are presented. Figure 26 shows an example for a German high speed train (ICE) in different colors.

![Image of a German high speed train (ICE) in original color white, and modified colors red, light blue, and light green presented in addition to the pass-by-sound of the train.](image)

**FIGURE 26.** Images of a German high speed train (ICE) in original color white, and modified colors red, light blue, and light green presented in addition to the pass-by-sound of the train.

The results of the loudness judgments are given in figure 27. The left panel shows data for German subjects, the right panel data for Japanese subjects (cf. Fastl 2004, Rader et al. 2004).

![Histograms showing relative loudness for German and Japanese subjects.](image)

**FIGURE 27.** Evaluation of the loudness of the sounds from passing trains, when in addition to the sound images of the trains are presented in white, red, blue and green color. Data for German subjects (left) and Japanese subjects (right).

The data displayed in figure 27 indicate that – despite the same sound pressure level – red trains are perceived by 15 to 25 % louder than green trains. This holds for both Japanese and German subjects (Fastl 2004). Similar effects are found for Japanese high speed trains (Shinkansen) or commuter trains (Rader et al. 2004). Also by subjects from the United States, red trains were evaluated louder than green trains (Fastl et al. 2010).
From everyday experience it could be expected that red is a “loud” color, since many powerful sports cars, in particular from Italy, frequently wear red color. However, British sports cars also come in green which seems to be somewhat astonishing, since green was rated as a “soft” color. However, it could be shown (Menzel et al. 2008) that British racing green, which is a dark green (in contrast to the light green used for the trains) is also a “loud” color.

Since it has been shown that the color of products can influence their loudness (e.g. Menzel et al. 2008, 2010a), a hypothesis might be put forward as follows: The sounds from a red iPod would be perceived as louder than sounds from an iPod in “traditional” white. Hence, the level for the red iPod could be reduced to obtain the same perceived loudness. If this were true, because of the level reduction, the hearing systems of the (usually young) listeners would be less endangered.

Figure 28 shows the images of iPods in different color presented together with excerpts of music.

![Figure 28](image)

**FIGURE 28.** Images of iPods in different color presented together with excerpts of music (after Menzel 2011).

Since it was hypothesized (Menzel et al. 2010b) that preferred colors might elicit larger effects of audio-visual interactions, subjects were asked about their preferences. From the colors presented, black was rated as top, and brown as flop. Interestingly, female and male subjects reported different preferences: White got the second rank by the male subjects, but only the sixth rank by the female subjects. On the other hand, pink got rank four by the female subjects, but only rank seven by the male subjects. The color brown got the last rank (ten) from both female and male subjects.

Figure 29 shows the loudness rating of music excerpts when in addition to the sound also images of iPods in different color are presented. The music style included classic (M3), pop (M2), and heavy metal (M6). All loudness data are normalized relative to the loudness perceived for music excerpt M4.

![Figure 29](image)

**FIGURE 29.** Relative loudness of music excerpts when in addition to the sound also images of iPods in different color are presented (after Menzel 2011).
The results displayed in figure 29 suggest that the color of images of iPods presented in addition to the musical sounds has almost no influence on the perceived loudness. All medians are within the inter-quartile ranges. Therefore, unfortunately, “loud” colors do not lead to an increased loudness perception of the music excerpts used. At same level, the music excerpts produce almost the same loudness, irrespective of the color of the image of an iPod presented in addition to the sound.

CONCLUSION

Over the years, for basic hearing sensations, a wealth of data has been assembled. Nevertheless, still challenging questions are open in such “old” topics like pitch or loudness.

As concerns practical applications, fields like audiology (e.g. Kollmeier 1996), automatic speech recognition (e.g. Hemmert et al. 2004) or noise evaluation (e.g. Fastl 2007) have already reached high standards. More recent applications like virtual acoustics generate rewarding questions with respect to both stimuli and perception (e.g. Vorländer 2008a, 2008b, Spors et al. 2008, Blauert et al. 2009, Goossens 2010, Völk 2011a, 2011b, Völk and Fastl 2010, 2011, 2012).

Still the old engineering approach is valid that a meaningful cost/benefit analysis should be based on psychoacoustics: The specifications of e.g. systems for audio communication should be adapted to features of the hearing system: Only improvements which are audible are worth the effort!
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